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Welcome to Conference
Tena koutou and welcome to T-Tech 2019,
On behalf of ITSNZ, we are proud to bring T-Tech to Christchurch. Christchurch is a
progressive city that seeks to test and adopt innovative solutions and we are very thankful
for the support and enthusiasm extended to us as we planned the event here for the very
first time.
As ITSNZ grows so does our annual conference, and T-Tech 2019 will deliver our largest and
most diverse programme; we have more speakers and more registrations than ever. We are
very pleased to see such a great number of new organisations and people taking part and
new members supporting our events.
In part this growth and expansion reflects our broader focus. While we continue to focus
on promoting the adoption and development of effective technology for transport, ITSNZ
now seeks to encourage examination of all solutions that will help create a safer, more
sustainable and efficient transport network, including new business models, behaviours and
technology-enabled solutions.
We trust you will find the programme and atmosphere at T-Tech to be engaging, inspiring
and though-provoking and we welcome your feedback. Better yet, help drive the
conversation by becoming an active member of ITSNZ.
Sincerely,
David Vinsen
Chair, ITSNZ
Kia ora and welcome to the second T-Tech Future Transport Conference,
Last year we rebranded our annual conference to communicate that we have a new vision
for ITSNZ, being a leader in the Future Transport conversation. Through a stronger presence
and broader focus we can better achieve our long term objective of helping New Zealand
adopt better transport solutions.
New Zealand is renowned for innovation and we are very proud to be a supporting voice for
those who are researching, developing and testing new solutions here in New Zealand. This
year’s T-Tech programme features many local and international solutions, and I look forward
to engaging in the conversations that ensue from our programme.
As growing organisation we have had support from many quarters in preparing for this year’s
conference. In particular, I wish to thank Christchurch City Council and all our Gold and Silver
members without whom T-Tech would not be possible.
I also wish to thank all those who have given up their time and shared their knowledge with
us over the coming days.
If there is anything you think we can do better to support you or your organisation, please let
us know.
Nga mihi,
Simon McManus
Executive Officer
T-Tech 2019
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General Information
Emergency Egress
A fully compliant evacuation scheme is maintained onsite designed to enable the
successful evacuation of staff and visitors in the case of a fire or other emergency.
Boards displaying the emergency procedures are located throughout the venue
with maps to assist in directing you to your closest exit from that point. It is good
practice to observe where the nearest emergency exit is in relation to your stand
when arriving onsite.
Remember, stay calm and make your way to the nearest exit. Vbase staff will assist
in the evacuation of the venue. Please follow the instructions of venue staff at all
times.
Mobile Phones
Please be considerate to presenters and other delegates by ensuring that your
mobile phones remain off, or switched to silent during all presentations.
Internet
Complimentary WiFi is available throughout the conference, once you accept the
terms and conditions you will be logged on for upto 12 hours.
On Site Contact
EJ Westein from Event Dynamics will be onsite at registration from 8.00am - 5pm
on
Monday and Tuesday. For any queries outside these hours please call EJ on at
021 395 010.
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Our Sponsors

GOLD

SILVER
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Programme
MONDAY 06 MAY 2019
Emerging Transport Modes + Expert Papers & Presentations from Government, Industry & Academia
8:00 AM
Registration opens
Limes Room
Coffee available for early arrivals
Networking
9:00 AM
Introduction & Housekeeping
Limes Room
- MC Dr Michelle Dickinson, Nanogirl Labs
9:10 AM
Welcome
Limes Room
- David Vinsen, Chair ITS New Zealand
9:35 AM

10:15 AM
10:35 AM
11:35 AM
12:15 PM
1:00 PM

2:45 PM
3:00 PM

5:20 PM
6:00 PM
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Smart City Leaders Panel.
Leaders from Christchurch business and government leaders discuss the
opportunities in future transport solutions and their vision. Panel featuring:
- Martin Matthews, Matthews Consulting
- Councillor Vicki Buck, Chair CCC, Innovation and Sustainability Committee

Limes Room

- Michael Singleton, GM Corporate Affairs, Christchurch International Airport
Ltd
- Peter Davie, Chief Executive, Lyttleton Port Company
MORNING TEA
Session 1
Horace Dediu (Finland), Analyst at Asymco & CEO Micromobility Industries
Limes Room
Marie Verschuer, Trackless Trams Researcher, Consultant at Bodhi Alliance
Limes Room
LUNCH
Session 2
Presentations by Industry, Government and Academia
Limes Room +
Presentations will cover a range of topics:
Victoria Room
- Shared Mobility
-Harnessing the benefits of transport disruption
-ITS data use by government
-Smart mobility R&D
- Technology to enhance public transport
-Using special analysis to reduce serious road accidents
AFTERNOON TEA
Presentations by Industry, Government and Academia
Limes Room +
Presentations of condensed conference papers will cover a wide range of
Victoria Room
topics including:
- Mobility as a Service
-Congestion management
-Behaviour change
-Road infrastructure assessment technologies
- Data analysis and machine learning
-Urban design for new mobility
End of Day One Sessions
Evening Function at Sixty6 on Peterborough
Christchurch Casino,
- Networking Drinks and Dinner
Cnr Peterborough
- Entertainment from Raybon Kan
and Durham Streets

Programme
7:15 AM
8:00 AM
8:45 AM
9:05 AM
9:25 AM
9:45 AM
10:05 AM
10:45 AM
11:05 AM

12:00 PM
12:45 PM
1:15 PM
1:55 PM
2:15 PM
2:40 PM
3:10 PM
3:35 PM
4:00 PM
4:25 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM

TUESDAY 07 MAY 2019
Understanding the Challenges & Examining Solutions
STANDING BREAKFAST Christchurch Town Hall
Christchurch Town Hall
Session 1
Keynote Dr Michelle Dickinson, Nanogirl Labs
Limes Room
Barney Irvine, Principal advisor for Infrastructure and Motoring, NZ AA
Limes Room
- “The driving public” on vehicle technology, trust, and social license
Craig Pomare, CEO Motor Trades Association
Limes Room
- An industry adapting to new technologies
Dr Simon Kingham, Science Advisor, Ministry of Transport
Limes Room
- Unintended consequences of technology
MORNING TEA
Limes Room
Clare Piper, CCC & Dale Harris, Abley, Women in Urbanism
Limes Room
- Equality in Cities: How can technology deliver better outcomes for safety,
sustainability and efficiency, in an equitable way?
Nick Potter, Senior Adviser, Strategic Policy and Innovation, Ministry of
Limes Room
Transport
- Unpacking the Public Transport 2045 report
NZ Transport Agency Update
Limes Room
Ian Leach - Transport Technology Business Integration Manager - Transport
Technology Integration Framework (TTIF)
Naomi Bowen -Senior Project Manager - The National Incident and Event
Management System (NIEMS)
Peter Booth - Head of Cybersecurity – Cybersecurity
Fiona Millar - Innovation Community Lead
LUNCH
Limes Room
Session 2
Grace De Leon, CCC Smart City Programme Manager
Limes Room
- CCC Smart City Programme
Tim Russell & Oliver Thompson, Callaghan Innovation Panel
Limes Room
- Transport, Logistics & Smart City Innovators in New Zealand
Richard Cross, Manager Strategic Policy & Innovation, Ministry of Transport
Limes Room
- Drones & Unmanned Aircraft Strategy
AFTERNOON TEA
Limes Room
Anna Kominik, Country Director, Zephyr Airworks
Limes Room
- Trials and vision for Cora, Flying Taxis
Michael Singleton, GM Corporate Affairs, Christchurch International Airport
Limes Room
- Harnessing data and airport innovations
William McGill, NZ Cities & Digital Team Leader Arup
- What we can learn from international Road Pricing examples
Amanda Gilmore, Country Manager of New Zealand, Uber
- Reflecting on 5 years in New Zealand, working with cities, and what’s next for
future mobility
Rita Excell, CEO, Australia and New Zealand Driverless Vehicle Initiative (ADVI)
- Overview of Connected Autonomous Vehicle Trials in Australia
Andrew Gurr, ITS New Zealand Vice President / Director Fusion Networks
- Looking ahead for ITSNZ & update on the 26th ITS World Congress Singapore
Conference Close

Limes Room
Limes Room
Limes Room
Limes Room

T-Tech 2019
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New Zealand’s leading event to explore transport
innovations, trends and research

ITSNZ is an incorporated society representing the interests of the New Zealand ITS
industry both here in New Zealand and internationally. ITSNZ promotes the
development and adoption of technologies and solutions which make for a transport
network which is safer, more sustainable and efficient.
Intelligent Transportation Systems New Zealand (Inc) commonly known as ITSNZ, is an
organisation of government agencies, commercial enterprises, industry sector
organisations and individuals. Through our events, communications channels and
activities we encourage networking, sharing of ideas and knowledge.
ITSNZ includes all transport technologies including vehicle technology,
communication systems, data analytics, demand management techniques, mobility
as a services as well as traffic management systems.
Please email ana@eventdynamics.co.nz if you require a certificate of
attendance.
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Speaker

David Vinsen
Chair ITS New Zealand
David Vinsen was elected Chair of the ITSNZ board in 2017. He is the CEO of VIA, the
Imported Motor Vehicle Industry Association, a position held since 2003.
He has 40 years of motor industry experience, from family-owned retail businesses to
founding CEO of an international e-commerce auction company.
He is Past president of the NZ motor vehicle Dealers Institute and was the longest
serving trustee of the Fidelity Fund.

NOTES:
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Speaker

Martin Matthews
Matthews Consulting
Martin advises on public policy and regulatory matters with a special interest in encouraging
innovative solutions to transport and mobility challenges facing cities and governments.
Martin also consults on organisational leadership, development, strategy, risk management
and change – all areas he has vast experience in, with
more than 18 years as a CEO.
Martin has previously held several senior executive roles.
He was President of the HMI Group which includes the company responsible for the
development of theautonomous shuttle, ohmio. Before this he was New Zealand’s Controller
and Auditor-General, one of the nation’s highest constitutional offices, responsible as the
watch dog for all public authorities. Martin was also Secretary for Transport, a position he held
for nearly eight years. In this capacity Martin was Chief Executive of the Ministry of Transport
and responsible for advice to government on policy and regulation for all modes of transport,
and the investment of in excess of NZ$4b per annum. During his term as Secretary, Martin led
the Ministry to take a more strategic longterm view about the future of mobility and transport.
He led thinking about the role that technology will play in causing a paradigm shift in these
things over the coming decades. He was recognised for this leadership in 2015 when he was
one of only three people globally inducted into the Hall of Fame at the ITS World Congress.
Subsequently, as an independent consultant, Martin brought together the consortium that
launched New Zealand’s first autonomous vehicle trial in Christchurch, and
facilitated the establishment of similar trials in Sydney and Melbourne. Prior to his transport
role Martin was for ten years the Chief Executive of the New Zealand Ministry for Culture and
Heritage, responsible for the funding and oversight of the arts, museums, built heritage, sport,
recreation, film and broadcasting. Martin was also previously an Assistant Auditor-General.
In this capacity he helped design many aspects of the New Zealand public management
system, including the Public Finance Act.
Martin is a Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants and has an
honours degree in Economics.
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Speaker

Vicki Buck
Christchurch City Council
Vicki chairs the Innovation and Sustainability Committee of the Christchurch City
Council . Having stood down from a 9 year stint as Mayor from 1989-1998 she had no
intention of ever coming back to Council but the Christchurch Earthquakes and their
impact on the city changed that and she came back as a Councillor in 2013 . Vicki has
created, with others, two new state schools Discovery1 and Unlimited ( now merged
to Ao Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery ) in the central city , based on students learning
around what excited them and using the whole city as their learning environment .
She also helped form Christchurch’s Ministry of Awesome and in the period before
coming back on to the Council was involved in a good number of climate change
technology start ups. Her passion for climate change initiative lead to a nomination in
the Guardian
NOTES:
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Speaker

Peter Davie
Lyttelton Port Company
Peter joined LPC as Chief Executive in 2003 and started his journey with a strong
focus on customer service and staff relations, and upgrading infrastructure and
container facilities. He guided the Company through the trials of the seismic era and
has led the development of the Port Lyttelton Plan, the Company’s long-term vision
for the rebuild and enhancement of the Port. Prior to LPC, Peter was involved in
various port operations in Australia (including the first privatised port) as Chief
Executive for seven years. Through these roles Peter gained valuable insights into
trends in international trade and port practices and developments. Peter is a Past
President of the Canterbury Employers Chamber of Commerce. He has a Master of
Commerce (Hons) in International Marketing and Business Policy from Canterbury
University.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Horace Dediu
Analyst at Asymco & CEO Micromobility Industries
The rapidly changing world of transportation requires constant adaptation from all of us – in
business and in life. The possibilities, believes Horace Dediu, are limitless.
A visionary, Dediu is one of the world’s most respected business analysts and renowned
experts on complex data analysis. He is the founder and author of the market intelligence
site Asymco.com, and also works as an independent analyst and advisor to incumbents and
entrants on platform strategy. An authority on and enthusiast of Apple’s business, Dediu also
spent more than eight years analyzing mobile software, platforms and markets at Nokia.
Declared “King of Apple Analysts” by Fortune magazine, Dediu is a relied upon resource for all
major media, including Bloomberg, Financial Times, Economist and Forbes among others, and
has more than 350,000 citations to his name. Asymco.com, followed by tens of thousands of
mobile industry observers, has set the standard for public, open access to deep industry
analysis. “The Critical Path,” hosted by Dediu, is one of the most popular technology and
business strategy podcasts. It has changed how commentary is conducted on matters of
technology strategy, shunning sensation while seeking causality. Influential on social media,
Dediu also
established the conferences Asymconf and IBM-sponsored workshop Airshow to bring
audiences together in debate using the case method.
After 15 years deconstructing computing and communications Horace turned his attention to
transportation and became an early advocate of “micromobility” a term he coined to describe
the low-end disruption of shared vehicles weighing less than 500 kg. Organizer of the first
Micromobility Summits in Copenhagen and the Micromobility California event, Horace has
been a pioneer in the analysis of a burgeoning new market.
A former student and mentee of Clayton Christensen, Dediu was previously the Senior Fellow
at The Clayton Christensen Institute for Disruptive Innovation where he devoted time to
teaching and researching the impact of technology on the disruption of sectors (such as
banking, automotive and energy) and the impact of disruption on technology sectors (such
as mobile, computing and wearables). Dediu is also a member of The Forum for Growth and
Innovation at Harvard Business School.
Dediu has a master’s from Harvard Business School and from Tufts University, in business
administration and electrical engineering, respectively.
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Speaker

Marie Verschuer
Bodhi Alliance
Marie Verschuer is a social planner specialising in the area social and economic
development and currently leading transport change with a focus on trackless trams.
She has a Masters degree in Built Environment and Design Cultural Heritage from
Curtin University. For 20 years Marie has worked in the fields of community
infrastructure planning, transport planning and strategic asset management assisting
government in the provision and evaluation of social infrastructure include housing,
hospitals, schools, as well as transport infrastructure.
In 2015 she together with Dr Neville Binning, undertook a transport opportunities
study for Parramatta Road in Sydney. This work highlighted the emerging
technologies of trackless trams and last mile transport that could lead to
transformational change in public transport. Inspired by the potential city shaping
opportunities offered by the coalescence of advancements in energy, vehicle
autonomy, ITS and communication technologies she has focussed her research on
the many opportunities and associated issues including vehicle and network design,
road design, place and land development opportunities and funding options.
She is currently working with Curtin University in Western Australia and others
providing advice on emergent transport technologies and opportunities for public
transport in NSW,
Victoria, Queensland, Western Australia, USA, UK and Africa.

NOTES:
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Speaker

Amy Strang
Nz Transport Agency
Amy Strang has worked as a Future Transport Intern at NZ Transport Agency for the
past year. She also studies full time at the University of Canterbury and will complete
her Bachelor of Engineering with Honours this year.
She is specialising in Mechatronics which is a combination of Mechanical, Electrical
and Computer Engineering. Amy hopes to use the technology skills she gains from
this degree to continue to influence transport to create a safer, more efficient and
more environmentally friendly network.
Disruption for Good: Creating New Zealand’s Future Transport System
Sharnae Taylor and Amy Strang
Just as the steam engine and electrification revolutionised entire sectors of the
economy from the 18th century onward, so the falling cost of technologies – such as
robotics, artificial intelligence and data analytics – are beginning to dramatically alter
today’s industries. This digital revolution is demanding existing organisations learn to
disrupt their own way of working and operating to continue to prosper through this
evolution: the New Zealand Transport Agency is no exception.
The Transport Agency has a choice regarding how we want to use these new and
improved technologies to effect positive change. We have an opportunity to improve
the safety, efficiency and environmental impacts of the New Zealand transport
system.
Using a real-world environment to test, trial and experiment we are actively
exploring the best technologies to create a transport system that meets government
outcomes and user needs. We are embracing change by engaging with people,
trialling current technologies, and creating new spaces for experimentation. These
tools will help the Transport Agency to use disruption for good, and shape New
Zealand’s transport system of the future.
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Speaker

Sharnae Taylor
NZ Transport Agency
Prior to her current role with the Transport Agency, Sharnae was part of the Future
Transport and MobilityOS work programmes within Connected Journey Solutions.
Within the Future Transport programme, Sharnae was heavily involved in the
delivery of the Future Transport Technology Roadmap and the NZ Mobility Lab.
Before joining the Agency, Sharnae held roles as an Advisor at the Ministry of
Transport and later as a Private Secretary to both the current and previous Ministers
of Transport.
Disruption for Good: Creating New Zealand’s Future Transport System
Sharnae Taylor and Amy Strang
Just as the steam engine and electrification revolutionised entire sectors of the
economy from the 18th century onward, so the falling cost of technologies – such as
robotics, artificial intelligence and data analytics – are beginning to dramatically alter
today’s industries. This digital revolution is demanding existing organisations learn to
disrupt their own way of working and operating to continue to prosper through this
evolution: the New Zealand Transport Agency is no exception.
The Transport Agency has a choice regarding how we want to use these new and
improved technologies to effect positive change. We have an opportunity to improve
the safety, efficiency and environmental impacts of the New Zealand transport
system.
Using a real-world environment to test, trial and experiment we are actively
exploring the best technologies to create a transport system that meets government
outcomes and user needs. We are embracing change by engaging with people,
trialling current technologies, and creating new spaces for experimentation. These
tools will help the Transport Agency to use disruption for good, and shape New
Zealand’s transport system of the future.
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Speaker

Andrew Wilson
Abley
Andrew is Abley’s digital engineering specialist, with a background in engineering and
design that dates back to his teenage years. His extensive experience as a designer in
the field of transport engineering has seen him work on projects across
New Zealand. As location-based data became more and more intertwined with
engineering workflows, Andrew transitioned into the spatial discipline to bridge the
knowledge gap between engineers and GIS professionals. Now working in parallel
with transportation engineers, planners, modelers and geospatial specialists;
Andrew’s ability to solve traditional engineering problems using spatial techniques
sees his skills and knowledge utilized in new and innovative ways.
Reducing Head on Crashes through 3D spatial analysis
Head on crashes happen infrequently, however when they do occur, the severity of injury
is usually high or even fatal. Over the last 10 years, 863 people lost their lives in head-on
crashes on New Zealand rural roads. Overtaking is an inherently risky manoeuvre and as traffic
volumes on our highways increase, safe overtaking opportunities are reduced. We rely on our
road controlling authorities to implement line markings which reflect the availability of passing
opportunities, however they are not always accurate representations of the road environment
as it relates to overtaking. In response, Abley have developed a 3D spatially aware continuous
forward visibility model (CFVM) which creates a digital twin of the existing road environment,
allowing us to assess forward visibility from the driver’s perspective. This model leverages new
terrestrial and aerial LIDAR, horizontal BIM attributes and GIS data to dynamically calculate
forward visibility based on standard engineering routines that would otherwise be performed
manually on site. The CFVM rapidly identifies areas of the road where crests, bends or surrounding features such as vegetation would impede a driver’s sight-line to oncoming traffic.
The model has been field validated using traditional engineering methods along a 30km
corridor and found to be highly accurate, highlighting numerous locations where targeted
interventions such as paint marking alterations, vegetation management or minor grading
changes should be considered to improve road safety outcomes.
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Speaker

Helen Fitt
Lincoln University
Helen is currently a postdoctoral fellow working at Lincoln University. One of her key
projects explores the current and potential use of electric vehicles in regional tourism.
Previous work at the University of Canterbury included a project exploring the implications
of automated vehicles for older people and ageing populations, and a project exploring
emerging use of electric scooters. In conference presentations, Helen always aims to
combine research rigour with humour and entertainment.

Lime and the La-Z-Boy: A story of the social integration of transport technology
into urban life.
The integration of transport technology into social life is not always straightforward.
This presentation focuses on how we can explore some of the likely, but complex,
implications of use of new technologies. It uses data on e-scooter use as a case study
and particularly explores equity questions that are emerging around the use and
non-use of e-scooters.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Angela Curl
University Of Otago
Angela is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Population Health, University of Otago
Christchurch.
Her interests are broadly in the relationships between transport and health. Her work
considers the social inclusiveness of transport interventions and associated health and
wellbeing impacts.
She is currently working on two projects considering the social and health impacts of new
transport technologies, including autonomous vehicles and shared micro-mobility and has
previously published work assessing the inclusiveness of bike-share schemes.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Kirsten Corson
Yoogo Share
Kirsten’s a passionate advocate of EVs who also understands the challenges of ownership.
After working closely with Kiwi businesses encouraging them to incorporate EVs as part of
their fleet, she played an integral part in the set up of Yoogo Share - NZs first pure electric
car sharing initiative. Clever & sustainable mobility for both businesses and private users,
helping make NZ cities smart cities.
And there’s nothing like NZs biggest rollout of electric cars including placement of 100
charging stations to teach you a thing or two! Kirsten will share an honest view around the
many pros and challenges of integrating EVs.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Melisa Winters
Bay Of Plenty Regional Council
Melissa has over sixteen years of experience in planning and delivering school bus services.
She joined Bay of Plenty Regional Council as a Transport Operations Officer two years ago.
Her role is in managing public transport contracts, with a particular focus on public transport
technologies including real-time tracking of buses and passenger facing information.
Melissa considers the provision of accurate and timely information to bus users to be of
utmost importance, and has been instrumental in bringing real-time tracking to Tauranga
and the wider Bay of Plenty.

Technology to Enhance Public Transport
This presentation will be of interest to anyone involved in planning and implementing
Public Transport technology, including public wi-fi, real-time passenger information
and real-time trip planning Apps. Seen from the perspective of Bay of Plenty
Regional Council, the goal was to create an accurate Real-Time Information system
using trip assignments drawn directly from the bus operator’s scheduling and daily
duty assignment system.
To achieve the goal of a Real-Time Information system for Tauranga, a number of
parties worked together to solve problem after problem – like a rollercoaster, the
highs and lows kept coming. The biggest challenge has been to create a single data
source that works across all aspects of the project, including Google Maps, the
prediction engine, the operator scheduling system, the 3rd party App, the vehicle
locators and more.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Peter Chong
Auckland University Of Technology
Dr. Peter Han Joo Chong is currently a Professor and Head of Department of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering at Auckland University of Technology, Auckland, New
Zealand. He received the Ph.D. degree from the University of British Columbia,
Canada, in 2000. He is an Adjunct Professor at the Department of Information
Engineering, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong. He was previously an
Associate Professor (tenured) in the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
at Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore. Between 2011 and 2013, he
was an Assistant Head of Division of Communication Engineering. Between 2013 and
2016, he was a Director of Infinitus, Centre for Infocomm Technology. From February
2001 to May 2002, he was a Research Engineer at Nokia Research Center, Helsinki,
Finland. Between July 2000 and January 2001, he worked in the Advanced Networks
Division at Agilent Technologies Canada Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada. His research
interests are in the areas of mobile communications systems including MANETs/
VANETs, V2X and Internet of Things/Vehicles.
T Smart Mobility Research and Development at Auckland University of Technology (AUT)
eam Members: Prof. Edmund Lai, Prof. Reinhard Klette, Assoc Prof. Loulin Huang, Assoc. Prof.
Boon Chong Seet, Dr. Roopak Sinha, AUT
Smart Mobility technologies apply to transport and infrastructure to build our future ITS
(Intelligent Transport System). The Smart Mobility R&D programme at AUT is to research &
build the NZ-first cellular-V2X-enabled EAV (Vehicle-to-Anything-enabled Electric Autonomous
Vehicle). A 24/7 living smart mobility test-bed will be developed and deployed within the AUT
South Campus to offer a unique platform for companies, research institutes, and government
agencies to test their innovative smart mobility ideas and develop solutions. This programme
will help focus the research efforts within AUT and make it prominent in New Zealand and
overseas.
In this talk, we will first give the overview of our current research projects in Smart Mobility
including some of the challenges and progress. Then, we will introduce the Intelligent
Vehicular Technology Group and the research strength and activities in artificial intelligence,
computer vision, sensing systems, AV control and robotic systems, communication and
networking related to future ITS.
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Speaker

Peter Carr
EROAD Ltd
Peter Carr is the Director Regulatory Market Development, Australia New Zealand,
for EROAD. Prior to joining EROAD, Peter held various positions in the New Zealand
public sector in the social and transport sectors. Most recently, Peter was
responsible for the policy and legislation relating to road user charging and
infrastructure investment.
Ten considerations in framing government access to ITS data
NOTES:
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Speaker

Mahmood Hikmet
Ohmio
Dr Mahmood Hikmet is the Head of Research and Development at Ohmio and HMI
Technologies and is tasked with overseeing and synchronising R&D activity for the
autonomous vehicle program and all other areas of research. As a science communicator,
Mahmood’s focus is on bringing across technical information to non-technical stakeholders.
Throughout his career Mahmood has been closely involved with the direct development
of IoT infrastructure for intelligent transportation and mobility. Most recently, Mahmood
oversaw the development of the first 5G connected autonomous shuttle in the world in
conjunction with Spark.
Mahmood holds a PhD in Electronic and Electrical Engineering and a Bachelor of
Engineering (Hons) in Computer Systems Engineering from the University of Auckland.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Matthew Ensor
Beca
Matt Ensor is a Business Director in Beca’s Transport Advisory practice.
Matt’s formal qualifications are in civil engineering and sociology, and he has worked
in the area of strategy and technology for over 20 years. His areas of focus are broad
and include micromobility and conversational Artificial Intelligence.
Matt was an early adopter of micromobility and he spends around 10 cents of
electricity a day enjoying a 28km commute on his M365 e-scooter.
How micro mobility could impact our future transport ecosystem
It is tempting to believe that advances in technology will enable us to improve our
transport systems. But many of the popular transport solutions currently being
proposed for NZ cities are based on century old technologies. Micro mobility
technologies such as e-scooters are introducing a new mode of transport based on
small electric motors that assist people to move around. Ride-share operators will be
investing billions of dollars growing micro mobility as a service. The future
path for micro mobility is unclear– will it grow exponentially and transform our
transport networks, or is it a fad that will remain niche due to the same challenges
faced by walking and cycling? Matt will apply insights from a socio-technical
perspective to demonstrate what will be required for micro mobility to
considerably change our transport system. He will cover how micro mobility fits into
what we are already doing in transport planning and the impact it could have in
changing how we operate, design and invest in our transport networks in the coming
decade.
NOTES:
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Speaker

Paul Minett
Trip Convergence Ltd
Paul Minett has a lifelong interest in transportation, and twenty years relevant focus
on the issues of reducing traffic congestion caused by commuters in SOVs. He has
carried out research into flexible carpooling for UC Davis and the Transportation
Research Board. He helped found the Ridesharing Institute to draw focus to the need
for better understanding in this field. He is a thought leader in this field and has
several articles and papers on the topic of innovation in commuter transportation.
He earned his MBA from the University of Auckland. He is a consulting associate at
Mineta Transportation Institute.
Buying decongestion: Crazy idea or credible solution?
With all the talk about managing transport demand with congestion pricing, which is a highly
unpopular solution and a sure-fire vote loser for politicians, this presentation will
consider whether the goals of congestion pricing could be achieved by incentivising
mode-shift instead: buying rather than selling decongestion. The presentation will report on
the USDOT-funded Congestion-Clearing Payments to Passengers Project currently underway at
the Mineta Transportation Institute in San Jose, California, for which the Principal
Investigator is Auckland-based ITSNZ-member Paul Minett. As well as reporting US-based
findings, Paul will explore the implications for New Zealand. The purpose of the
Congestion-Clearing Payments to Passengers Project is to develop a method for estimating
the long-term cost of a permanent program of paying people to travel as passengers, rather
than as drivers, on a corridor-by-corridor basis – to reduce existing congestion in a corridor to
a target maximum level of delay – taking into account the potential impact of latent demand
and induced traffic. The method will provide a robust cost estimate for an ITS-enabled ‘build
nothing’ alternative (paying passengers) to be used when considering investments in infrastructure. This is considered to be of particular relevance in the run up to automated vehicles
(robotaxis) and the possibility that new infrastructure investments in the 1 – 20-year timeframe will become stranded assets under some future scenarios. It will also be relevant for
developing and evaluating proposals for making better use of existing infrastructure, and for
decarbonising transport.
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Speaker

Gary Tennant
JYW Consulting
Background in the development of technology based solutions to business problems,
and advice for investment in technology for business outcomes with an emphasis on
managing risk. Recent major roles include Head Engineer for the Telecom Group, and
Consulting Engineer for the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment. Now
focused on the Transport business area.
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) – is it really a silver bullet??
“JYW sees MaaS as a fragmented landscape which is not yet successful…
- this is an opportunity for government intervention…”
NOTES:
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Gareth Robins
Eroad
Gareth Robins is the Director of Analytics at EROAD, his work focuses on the use of GPS data
to fuel a new wave of transportation research from dynamic risk modelling to fair cost
allocation of maintenance funds. Currently Gareth is working on methods to visualise
billions of vehicle trajectories to provide new insights into behaviour patterns. Gareth has
lived the analytics life for 15 years and has worked in New Zealand, Australia, and the United
States. Gareth is a member of the US Transportation Research Board and an active
participant in the Freight Transportation Data and Trucking Research committees.

Dynamic Risk
&

Speeding vs Travel time in Urban Areas

Developing an effective speed management plan is an important consideration for cities. Ensuring that
users can maximise efficiency on the network while balancing the need for safe speed limits is challenging, and one that often meets resistance. While the majority of road users obey the posted speed limit,
there is a proportion that demonstrate a lack of adherence, for various motivations that we may not fully
appreciate. In the 12 months prior to September 2018, 93,223 speeding offences were issued from officer,
mobile, and static speed cameras. Recent campaigns by the New Zealand Transport Agency challenge the
‘Right to Speed’, targeting drivers that consistently drive at speeds that feel right to them rather than the
speeds that are deemed safe for the conditions. These drivers seem not to be able to see the connection
between speed and crashes, but perhaps other motivations for speeding such as reduced travel time can
be challenged. This paper uses data from 28 million km driven in the Auckland region. The paper
demonstrates using real world probe data that while speeding on the Auckland network offers a small
improvement in travel time, this is quickly negated by time spent in congestion, turning corners, or
stopped at traffic lights over the duration of the trip. The goal of this paper is to highlight the futility
of speeding behaviour in Urban areas, and develop a set of metrics that can be used to measure speed
adherence across a city to determine the efficacy of speed management plans.
NOTES:
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Matthew Noon
Christchurch International Airport
Matthew is an Associate at Abley with almost 20 years experiences in transport planning,
delivery and operations. More recently, he has developed the Digital Engineering team at
Abley with a particular focus on how integrating diverse datasets with GIS and extract,
transform and load (ETL) applications to achieve better, cost effective solutions for
engineering and planning projects including road safety.

How micro mobility will impact our future transport ecosystem
It is tempting to believe that advances in technology will enable us to improve our
transport systems.But many of the popular transport solutions currently being
proposed for NZ cities are based on century-old technologies.Micro mobility
technologies such as e-scooters are introducing a new mode of transport based on
small electric motors that assist people to move around. Ride-share operators will
be investing billions of dollars growing micro mobility as a service. The future path
for micro mobility is unclear –will it grow exponentially and transform our transport
networks, or is it a fad that will remain niche due to the same challenges faced by
walking and cycling? Matt will apply insights from a socio-technical perspective to
demonstrate what will be required for micro mobility to considerably change our
transport system.He will cover how micro mobility fits into what we are already
doing in transport planning andthe impact it could have in changing how we operate,
design and invest in our transport networks in the coming decade
NOTES:
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Mark Rowland
Arup
Mark Rowland is an Associate in Transport and Cities Planning with Arup. He has over 15 years of professional experience, including several senior management positions with VicRoads and globally with
Transport for London.
In recent years he has led on a number of future and intelligent mobility projects, including four Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Trials, advising Infrastructure
Victoria on how to support and enable the safe and efficient operation of
autonomous vehicles and electric vehicles, and is currently involved in the
development and roll-out of Mobility as a Service in Australia. Mark is leading advocate for integrating Safe
Systems thinking into strategic transport planning, in particular helping Governments to integrate safety
into the Movement and Place planning for Cities.
Planning our roads and streets network today for existing and future
technologies - Practical considerations for providing safe environments for
pedestrians and enabling automated vehicles to ‘read the road’
Several publications cite that connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) technologies have the potential
to ultimately prevent up to a 90% reduction in crashes - % of crashes involving human error. However,
vehicle manufacturers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have flagged several issues with
deploying advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) in Australia and New Zealand (ANZ). In several
cases OEMs have opted to turn potentially lifesaving technologies off due to issues experienced on ANZ
road networks. This has meant New Zealand road users are potentially missing out on the considerable
road safety benefits that ADAS could deliver. It has become imperative that road practitioners understand how the systems function and what can be done to optimise their use through the planning and
design of our roads and streets. Importantly, since the start of 2018, the Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) requires a vehicle to have at least one automated safety feature, such as traffic
sign recognition (TSR) capabilities, to make it eligible for a five-star safety rating. The transition towards
automation will mean our planning and design needs to consider three approaches to driving: human
only control (Level 0/1), partial human control (Level 2/3 vehicles) and no human control (Level 4/5).
With the current average age of a light vehicles in New Zealand - 14.3, we could easily assume that: that
Level 2 vehicles could still be on the road in 2045 (if the last one was sold in 2030). I propose through

my paper and presentation to explore the types of considerations planners and engineers
should consider in planning and designing the streets and roads of tomorrow.
In addition to this abstract submission I have provided a recent presentation I gave on our
work for Infrastructure Victoria on Transport Engineering for CAVs and EVs.
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Glen Koorey
Viastrada Ltd
Glen joined ViaStrada in 2016, having spent the previous 12 years with the University of
Canterbury, and prior to that with Opus International Consultants. He has a PhD in
Transportation Engineering, as well as Masters and Bachelors degrees in civil engineering
and computer science.
At ViaStrada, Glen works for a wide variety of national and local clients providing expert
advice on traffic and transportation matters, and helping to develop best-practice transport
facilities, policies and guidelines. He specialises in road safety and sustainable transport, with
particular interest and expertise in walking & cycling and speed/traffic management. Glen
has also been exploring the potential of future transport technologies, including Mobility as
a Service (MaaS) and low-powered vehicles/devices.
Who should control Mobility as a Service?
“Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) is a means of providing customers with easy access to a variety
of transport services, such as public transport, ride-share, and rental vehicles/devices.
Typically, a mobile app or internet website is used to provide customers with the offerings
available for a particular journey request, and ideally the MaaS system would also integrate
payment for such services. While more comprehensive systems have been introduced overseas, New Zealand has been dipping its toes into MaaS as well, such as NZ Transport Agency’s
“Choice” and “RideMate” apps for Queenstown and Auckland respectively.
A pertinent question is: who should develop and manage MaaS services? Three approaches
that have appeared to date are (1) private transport service operators themselves
(e.g. Daimler AG, SBB Switzerland), (2) public transport agencies (e.g. NZTA, regional councils)
or (3) independent software developers (e.g. TransitApp, Whim Helsinki). Each approach has
its advantages and disadvantages, for example in regard to coverage of available services, data
supply and management, and integration with payments. This paper outlines the options and
issues afforded by each approach, using examples from around the world. It concludes by
suggesting some likely ways forward for New Zealand.
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Neal Johnston
Orbica Limited
Neal Johnston is a location data specialist with a PGDip in GIS and proficiency in data
manipulation and analysis, geoprocessing and network development, cartography,
and spatial network analysis. He is a meticulous practitioner who has led several
projects that combine technologies to produce out-of-the-box solutions.
Transport advocacy through smart data analysis and visualisation
The City of Casey, located 40km south-east of Melbourne’s CBD, has doubled its
population in the past 10-years and is expected to exceed 500,000 people by 2041.
Infrastructure has not kept pace with population growth, and public transport does
not offer a level of service that makes it a legitimate transport alternative to the
car. The City of Casey’s goal is to ensure that their population can access essential
services within 20-minutes by sustainable transport modes. Orbica worked with City
of Casey to develop a tool to illustrate the level of public transport accessibility to
locations in and around the municipality that are deemed essential to day-to-day
life. We used Geoserver, Postgres/PostGIS, react, and deckgl to create an interactive,
multi-layer web application that brings the region’s bus and train routes to life using
the same routing technology that powers Uber. It includes an analysis of routes, the
frequency of these routes and associated population catchments (applying
standard walking distances 400m/800m to bus stops and driving up to 3km for
railway stations). This analysis explores whether Casey residents are close to
achieving the 20-minute goal. The visualisation delivers insight into the inequality of
public transport across Melbourne’s South East. Both provide valuable information
for the purpose of advocating forfunding for fast, frequent and reliable public
transport services for the community. The tool is used for internal network planning
and external advocacy to key state government agencies.
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Richard Young
Beca
Richard approaches the world of ITS from a statistical, practical, engineering and
benefits driven approach; he is a passionate advocate for using genuine intelligence
to inform decision making. With a 35 year background ranging from drought relief
and dams building in Africa, to rolling out the UK’s first 3G mobile network he has
gathered a wide experience of the real world. He has seen technologies come and go,
and has the ability to challenge the status quo and ask the simple questions that often require the hardest and most uncomfortable answers. “Why” is a great question..
He is still to be convinced that the hype on autonomous vehicles isn’t just marketing
spin in a gargantuan battle of survival between ‘Old Motors’ and ‘New Techs’. Richard
approaches the world of ITS from a statistical, practical, engineering and benefits
driven approach; he is a passionate advocate for using genuine intelligence to inform
decision making. With a 35 year background ranging from drought relief and dams
building in Africa, to rolling out the UK’s first 3G mobile network he has gathered
a wide experience of the real world. He has seen technologies come and go, and
has the ability to challenge the status quo and ask the simple questions that often
require the hardest and most uncomfortable answers. “Why” is a great question..
He is still to be convinced that the hype on autonomous vehicles isn’t just marketing
spin in a gargantuan battle of survival between ‘Old Motors’ and ‘New Techs’.
Will I catch my plane?
A practical, robust ITS solution to deliver actionable intelligence to benefit the airport
operator, travellers and the road authority.
NOTES:
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Amita Dhiman
Auckland University of Technology
Amita Dhiman is a Ph.D. student at Auckland University of Technology. She has done her
masters in computer science and has co-authored papers mainly in image processing, stereo
vision and deep learning.

Pothole Detection Using Deep Learning
In 2017, Auckland council received 59 and Christchurch council received 994
complaints for damage to vehicles caused due topotholes. The cost
forcompensationsfor vehicle damage or injuriesis very heavyon driver’s or
insurance’sbudgets. (To repair 394 potholes, Wellington city council spent,
e.g.,$12,782,and Dunedincity councilspent $27,000 identifying and repairing
potholes.)Also counting economic impacts of injuries, potholes cause
significantcoststo country’s budgets, vehicles damages, and life threatening
situations to passengersas well as bicyclists.Inthis study, pothole identification has
been achieved using state-of-the-art deep learning techniques. We used transfer
learning, a concept of transferring the acquired knowledge of deep convolution
neuralnetwork to the pothole identification task. Results produced using two
different networks,MaskRCNN and YOLO,serve two different purposes. MaskRCNN
identifiespotholes at pixel level and produces quite an accurate mask, which can be
further used for analysisor annotation. The use of YOLO facilitates
identificationofpotholesin real time. Experimental results prove that pothole
identification can be made automaticusing a single camera.Potholes are
identified in video data, and the generated model is applicable toreal-time
scenarios. Identified results can be used fordetermining primary maintenance
(fixing of potholes)or can be embedded into an application to alert drivers. The
model is applicable to imageor video data recorded by any camera mounted on any
vehicle
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Chris Bax
Cubic Transportation Systems
Chris is Vice President, ITS Global Strategy for Cubic Transportation Systems. After
spending most of his career in the UK and US he is now based from Cubic’s Asia
Pacific HQ in Sydney and is responsible for the development of Cubic’s worldwide ITS
businesses, delivering traffic and transportation coordination and information
services to Cubic’s global customers. Chris is a seasoned and inspiring leader who
excels at guiding teams to develop and deliver solutions which have transformed
transportation systems around the world.
Chris has 25 years of experience in the ITS industry managing large, complex projects
in UK, Australia and Asia. Chris is passionate about establishing long-term customer
relationships which combine the best aspects of the people and capabilities of
organizations, built on common values, integrity and trust.
Intelligent Congestion Management – Putting Smart to Good Use
As the transportation landscape grows in complexity, transit modes increasingly intertwine
and urban populations inflate, cities around the world require new solutions and approaches
to win the battle against congestion and traffic.Focusing on these issues, this presentation will
introduce Cubic’s new, fully multimodal Transport Management Platform – an innovative
solution that can effectively address city traffic woes. Recently commercialized through a
contract with Transport for New South Wales – a state transportation authority in Australia,
this intelligent, real-time, user-centric, and connected congestion management system
embodies the opportunities brought about by the world’s most advanced situational awareness, predictive and machine learning technologies. Using Sydney – Australia’s most congested metropolis – as an example, this presentation will demonstrate how a more proactive
management of transport network can help city authorities address congestion, improve
safety and management of clearways, increase public transport usage, and provide real-time
information and advice to the public. It will also discuss how the ubiquitous use of data and
the growing application of Internet of Things and cloud technologies in cities around the world
present both an opportunity and a challenge when it comes to the application of predictive,
real-time congestion management technologies
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Evan Quick
GHD Digital
Evan has almost 20 years’ experience in the IT industry, specialising in agile and
waterfall project management, data & analytics, GIS and location intelligence,
business intelligence and business development. He has particular experience in the
State Government, transportation, and utilities sectors, with a deep understanding of
location intelligence for road infrastructure, traffic planning and water resources.
He has worked both on the customer side, managing project delivery and
implementing business improvements, and on the vendor side, developing new
business and ensuring client satisfaction. Evan is GHD Digital’s Technical Director
within GHD Digital’s Data & Analytics group, and an Executive Advisor in the Location
Intelligence team.
Data-driven scenario planning for transport infrastructure
The nature of transport in our cities is shifting rapidly and unpredictably in response
to technological, social, environmental and economic changes. With so many
variables to consider, it is difficult for transport authorities to plan for an uncertain
future. Our dynamic urban ecosystems require new ways of planning that maximise
flexibility and avoid ‘lock-in’. It is critical that this adaptive approach to planning is
driven by accurate and complete data, and that plans can be reviewed and revised as
new data becomes available. Contemporary analytics platforms and big data
architectures make it possible for cities to quickly visualise and assess the
performance of transport planning policies against thousands of possible futures.
This presentation outlines GHD Digital’s approach to data-driven, scenario-based
planning for future transport infrastructure - an approach which has been
successfully applied across a number of major cities. The presentation explores how
and when scenario-based planning should be used, and discusses how we can better
plan for the possible impacts of technological advancements such as autonomous
vehicles.
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Martin Knoche
N3t
Physicist, Climate Researcher originally from Germany. Working in NZ since 1996. Passionate
about road safety and smart transport. Focussing on preparing for carbon zero fleets and
autonomous, safer transport.

Rural Road Condition Prediction - A novel IoT and neural network approach
Otaika Valley Road (OVR) is one of the most dangerous rural roads in Northland,
New Zealand. With over 600 truck movements per day it is one of the busiest
logging truck roads travelling on what used to be an unsealed road in the 1960’s.
Close to one hundred crashes occurred on that road over the last ten years. N3T has
developed with national & international research partners smart roadside units and
mobile units travelling as payload on (logging) trucks to monitor the environmental
(weather, visibility) and road conditions. A real time alerting system is being
developed, which includes crowdsourcing of data. N3T has developed a 3D
simulation to centimetre accuracy of OVR. This is planned to be used to support
driver assisted safety solutions in 2019 by first alerting drivers audibly and later
sending information to the vehicles CAN bus to safely adjust the driving speed based
on driver skills, experience, load of the vehicle and driving conditions.
NOTES:
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Helena Bahrami
Auckland University of Technology
Helena is a PhD Candidate at Auckland University of Technology (AUT).
Her main areas of research are, deep learning models (SNN, CNN, ANN), evolutionary
algorithms (optimization techniques) and Image processing algorithms.
She has been working on multiple projects since 2006 including developing various learning
models and AI algorithms.
NOTES:
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Tim Livermore
Christchurch Transport Operations Centre (CTOC)
Tim has worked at Christchurch Transport Operations Centre (CTOC) for 4 years after
moving to New Zealand with his family, he previously worked for Norfolk County
Council in the UK for 8 years as an ITS engineer. His role at CTOC sees him overseeing
technology and integration across the transport network throughout the city and
North Canterbury. CTOC is a partnership between Christchurch City Council, New
Zealand Transport Agency and Environment Canterbury.
MioVison Riccarton Road works impact mitigation project using AI
Christchurch City Council are undertaking significant road works on Riccarton Road, a
key arterial. Works include sewer replacement and transport improvements, and are
expected to cause significant delay to customers. Signal operations will be inhibited
by the complete loss of traffic detectors (in-ground loops). CTOC identified an
opportunity to proactively mitigate this issue with new technology compared to
re-cutting loops multiple times. MioVison to date has not been used in NZ, so the
project aims to compare inductive loops with virtual loops (from MioVison) in a
SCATS environment. The installations comprise of a 4K fisheye cameras, and
hardware running MioVison Traffic AI software installed in traffic signals cabinet. Two
MioVison units are installed at major intersections at each end of the works corridor
that will monitor all approaches. This allows monitoring of all approaches so that
traffic signals can be provided as much information as inductive loops provide but
with no requirement for underground infrastructure. Therefore the traffic signals
can continue to operate optimally. Processing is undertaken at the edge, with live
remote monitoring and back end reporting in MioVison Cloud. In partnership with
Fusion networks, the project also explores the additional capabilities of MioVision,
including advanced edge image processing, mature algorithms and reporting tools
as used in North America. Examples include - Arrivals on Red, Turning Movement
counts, pedestrian flow. The technology is also expected to highlight some limitations
to SCATS control and provide an independent thought of what else is possible.
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David Bolt
Kapsch Trafficcom Australia
David Bolt earned his Masters of Engineering with Merit from the University of
Strathclyde and has more than 15 years of experience with software development,
systems engineering, regional group management, sales, and consulting.
At Kapsch, David is responsible for managing the solution consulting group in the
Asia Pacific region including client interactions, software systems demonstrations,
and business development strategy. David was on the 2018 ITS Australia organizing committee. David is very customer-focused on his approach to interacting with
existing and potential customers and partner companies. He professional interests
are within ITS, transit, urban mobility and tolling projects across the region to ensure
Kapsch deliver exception user experiences with their growing portfolio of intelligent
mobility solutions.
Establishing and managing an urban multimodal ecosystem
To provide awareness and context of how to establish a multimodal ecosystem;
the key critical success factors, the major challenges, the stakeholders involved
and how technology plays a part in shaping and managing an urban mobility
landscape.
NOTES:
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Blair Monk
Aurecon
Blair has accumulated wide-ranging experience over the last 25 years from client and
consultancy perspectives whilst being passionate about ITS/AV/EV/MaaS technologies.
His current role is Technical Director for Transport Network Optimisation for Aurecon. Blair
runs a large team of engineers and analysts in diverse fields such as future technologies,
traffic control centre operations, traffic signal design and coordination, ramp metering,
incident management, CCTV and VMS, driver information systems, ITS asset management
along with road, bridge and tunnel operations.
Blair has attended many ITS world congresses, with the latest being in Melbourne 2016,
Montreal in 2017 and Copenhagen in 2018.
Blair bridges the gap between End User desires, Transport Planning and future Technology
Operations of the transport network.
Blair is proud to be part of the ITS NZ Board and is keen to help build the ITS and MaaS
industries by understanding End User needs and finding the technologies to achieve them.

Whangaparaoa Dynamic Lane Project
NOTES:
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Vikash Kumar
NZTA
Dr. Vikash Kumar is an AI expert who has helped small, medium and large enterprises
make the most of the latest innovations in this field. He has been building products
using cutting-edge AI and Data Science techniques for over 10 years.
He has achieved this while working for some of the world’s leading research centres
in Germany, Austria and Italy as well as in the public & private sectors of New Zealand. In this journey, he has published more than 10 research papers in international
peer-reviewed conferences and journals.
An Adaptive Approach towards Predicting Arrival Times of Commuter Buses in Real
Time
Accurate predictions for commuter bus departure times in a transportation network
are essential to delivering a high-quality service. Making these predictions is a
non-trivial problem due to various factors such as weather, roadworks, and special
events that can affect a bus’s travel time. This paper focuses on a bus departure time
prediction engine which was built for Auckland Transport (AT) to provide real time
information on the estimated arrival times of buses along routes in their network. An
onboard GPS device provides the real time location of each bus. This information is
used to
dynamically update the estimates generated by the prediction engine. A model was
developed based on a month of historical data on 11 Auckland bus routes. The model
utilises Kalman filtering combined with historical means to generate predictions. The
model considers external factors such asvariations arising due to the time of day or the
day of week. By using the limited available data and accounting for the
aforementioned external factors, promising results were achieved. The strength of
this approach is the ability for the model to quickly adapt to external factors. We
were also able to scale this model to multiple bus routes with minimal effort.
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Mick Spiers
Cubic Transportation Systems
Mick Spiers has a vision of a world where people can move freely around cities without
congestion; without traffic and without stress. He is passionate about the Future of Mobility
and about applying advanced technology to get our cities moving again without the need
for additional infrastructure.
He is the General Manager of Asia for Cubic Transportation Systems and has been in the
Transportation industry for more than 15 years with a strong track record of delivering
technology projects to cities around the region.
The Role of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in the Future of Smart Mobility and
MaaS
With forecasts of increasing population and urbanisation, the world desperately needs to find
solutions for unclogging our already congested roads and public transport infrastructure. The
future of mobility will drive better use of existing services. Our cities do not need more roads
or vehicles, but we do need to use the existing infrastructure in a smarter way. MaaS is seen as
one of the building blocks of the future. Its objective is provide a more holistic approach using
all modes of transportation services (public and private) in an integrated manner to provide
people with efficient end to end journeys. The key enabling technology that will allow MaaS
to unlock the full potential of a city’s transport infrastructure will be Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning. We live in an era with an unprecedented volume of data surrounding
people and their travel patterns and needs. The key to success will be to make sense of this
large volume of data to enable dynamic decision making. In this paper, we will discuss the
proposed roadmap and evolution of the use of AI and Machine Learning within a MaaS platform.
Initially, AI & ML will enable us to move from pre-planned scheduled services to demand
responsive networks that dynamically adjust to real-time demand. At this stage the focus will
be on the needs of the individual and will provide services that are specifically tailored to their
needs and preferences. As the AI & ML matures, we may then address collective or network
intelligence and move to a dynamically predictive transport network where the points of
transport supply are pre-positioned even before the demand is realised.
It is very clear that we live in a challenging time with increasing congestion problems in our
cities, but we also live an era with access to vast volumes of data and the intelligence to do
something about it.
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Michelle Dickinson
Nanogirl Labs
Michelle has a PhD in biomedical materials engineering, runs New Zealand’s
only nanomechanical testing laboratory and is a self-confessed adrenaline
junkie. Her passion for both sports and science has enabled her to travel the
world on the search for her next adventure or research project.
With specialist knowledge in nanotechnology, Michelle has contributed to
the development of cutting edge technologies.
Secretly, however, Michelle has been working on advancing these
developments to help her to achieve her childhood dream of becoming a real life superhero.
In her spare time you will usually find her outside kitesurfing, cycling, running, paddle
boarding, or inside practicing martial arts.
Her move to academia from industry was a step towards her goal of inspiring females to
push the boundaries in both science and sports, and to encourage environmentally
sustainable living through engineering design. As well as being the founder and Director of
Nanogirl Labs Ltd, Michelle has also authored two books, No 8 Recharged and The Kitchen
Science Cookbook. Member of New Zealand Order of Merit Michelle was winner of the
Women of Influence award for science and innovation in 2016, was awarded the Sir Peter
Blake Leadership in 2015 and was winner of the Prime Ministers Science Media
Communication Prize and the New Zealand Association of Scientists Science Communicators
Award in 2014. Dr Michelle Dickinson uses the popular twitter handle’ Nanogirl ‘
(@medickinson)On a mission to use science for good, not evil!
NOTES:
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Barney Irvine
Nz Automobile Association
Barney Irvine joined the NZAA as Principal Advisor – Infrastructure in late 2013, bringing
to the organisation a broad background in government relations and communications. His
role involves managing the NZAA’s advocacy in relation to transport infrastructure issues,
including transport technology.
Prior to the NZAA, Barney worked for an Auckland-based lobbying and PR firm, where he
assisted local and international clients from a range of sectors achieve policy and
commercial goals.
In previous roles, Barney worked for two years as a trade consultant in Chile, and as a foreign
affairs analyst for the New Zealand Government.
Barney has a Master of International Business and a BA (Hons – First Class) in History, both
from the University of Auckland.
These days all his spare time is spent managing three small kids, and his long-time
hobbies – practising judo and playing the guitar – are becoming a distant memory.
NOTES:
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Craig Pomare
Motor Trade Association
Craig Pomare has been the CEO of the Motor Trade Association (MTA) for 3 years, having
previously managed the MTA’s member services team. Prior to that Craig worked in both
commercial product, sales and marketing roles, as well as with another membership
organisation. The MTA today continues a proud 102-year history of supporting 3,700
automotive businesses across NZ with advisory, advocacy and cost-saving member benefits.
NOTES:
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Simon Kingham
Ministry Of Transport
A Professor of Geography at the University of Canterbury, he also directs the
Geohealth Laboratory. Simon has extensive research experience, with over 100
peer-reviewed research publications, many of these have a transport and/or
accessibility focus including projects on transport and air pollution, active travel,
accessibility, rail, perceptions of transport, workplace travel and transport and
community. From 2002 to 2017 he was part of Canterbury’s Regional Transport
Committee.
NOTES:
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Clare Piper
Women In Urbanism Aotearoa
Clare is an experienced town planner with a wider interest in how cities can become
more equitable, safer, sustainable and accessible for all users. As a keen Raleigh20
enthusiast and city urban tactician, Clare loves to cruise around the city with her
eyes on the street and pondering how to make it a better experience for women and
children. In her working life, Clare is a Senior Policy Planner in the City Planning Team
at Christchurch City Council, and gives a damn about creating a city of opportunity
for all to explore.
EQUALITY IN CITIES:
How can technology deliver better outcomes for safety, sustainability and efficiency,
in an equitable way?
NOTES:
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Dale Harris
Abley Ltd
Dale is an experienced planner, geospatial analyst and road safety practitioner with
a wider interest in how urban transport systems can become more equitable, safer,
sustainable and accessible for all users. Being proudly ‘car-less’ in Christchurch for
the past year, and mother to an eight-year old daughter, Dale is personally aware of
the transport challenges for women, children and families in Christchurch.
In professional life, Dale is a Principal Transport and Spatial Adviser and Safe Systems
Business Delivery Manager at Abley. She is a published researcher in the fields of
road safety, intelligent transport systems and transport planning. Her current focus of
work involves developing innovative geospatial analysis methodologies and creating
data-driven tools that support targeted road trauma reduction.
EQUALITY IN CITIES:
How can technology deliver better outcomes for safety, sustainability and efficiency,
in an equitable way?
NOTES:
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Nick Potter
Ministry Of Transport
Nick Potter is a Senior Adviser in the Strategic Policy and Innovation team at the Ministry of
Transport.
His day to day work involves exploring alternative futures, and injecting a long-term systems
view into transport policies and planning. He has a particular interest in the social and
environmental implications of transport innovations. Nick has over fifteen years of
experience in public-sector foresight work.

Public Transport 2045: Urban transport in the shared mobility era
Fast forward thirty years into the future and New Zealand’s cities will look remarkably
different. A rise in vehicle-sharing, micro-mobility options, ride-sharing, mobility as a
service platforms, and automation could converge to create the ‘shared mobility’
era. This will not just affect how people move around. It could have profound
implications for people’s well-being and places’ liveability.
This presentation will highlight insights from the Ministry of Transport’s Public
Transport 2045 project. This project explored how new technologies and services
could
affect transport and our cities in the next few decades. It researched transport
experts’ views of the future, and mapped out alternative future scenarios.
It will make the case that public transport needs to be at the core of our shared
mobility future – but public transport, as we now know it, also needs to evolve.
NOTES:
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Ian Leach
NZTA
Ian Leach has over 15 years in the Transport Technology sector both in New Zealand and
overseas working for Serco, Transfield Services, Armitage Systems and Fulton Hogan prior to
joining the NZTA earlier in 2018. Ian has work on a number of key ITS projects in New Zealand
including the Auckland ramp signalling, average speed trial, journey time signs, digital CCTV
and overweigh vehicle identification.

Naomi Bowen
NZTA
Naomi Bowen is a Senior Project Manager in the Connected Journeys Team at NZTA.
Prior to managing NIEMS she has over fifteen years of successfully delivering high value
projects throughout the world in both private and public sector. She has a particular interest
in delivering solutions that are customer focused and that overcome significant issues.

Fiona Millar
NZTA
Fiona creates opportunities for people, partners and communities to take part in co-designing
the future of transport in her role as the Innovation Community Lead at the NZ Transport
Agency. Entering the world of transport with a background in grassroots development in low
income countries, social innovation and entrepreneurship, Fiona sees innovation as a means to
focus on underlying human needs, design customer-centric solutions and foster an
environment to test and trial new approaches. Fiona strongly believes that technology is one of
many tools we can use, but it is never the mission. The mission is safer, sustainable, and more
connected customer journeys for all.
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Grace DeLeon
Christchurch City Council
Grace de Leon is a Smart Christchurch Project Manager and her focus is on delivering
projects that will improve the experience of visitors and residents of Christchurch.
Key projects Grace has been involved with include the Bigbelly bin trial, the 3D model
of Christchurch city, and EQRNet: Seismic Resilience as a Service for New Zealand.
Grace is also the organiser of the annual Smart Christchurch Innovation Expo and is
currently delivering the Innovation Hub, a platform that will connect Christchurch
innovators to opportunities around the world.
Prior to joining the Christchurch City Council, Grace spent 15 years in Dubai working
with the biggest Dubai hospitality company, Jumeirah Group. Grace holds a
Bachelor honours degree in International Business and Management from
Bournemouth University in the UK.
Smart Christchurch Programme
In this session you will discover how the Smart Christchurch programme is trialling
technology and approaches that accelerate Christchurch becoming an exemplar open
and connected city. You will learn about current transport-related projects including;
EQRNet – Seismic Resilience as a Service for New Zealand, SmartView – a web app
that aggregates and visualises data in real-time, and Sensibel – capturing cycling
sentiment.
NOTES:
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Tim Russell
Callaghan Innovation
Tim Russell is a member of the Transport and Logistics customer facing team at Callaghan
Innovation. Prior to his current role Tim, a qualified Solicitor, worked across several roles
in Private Equity, Venture Capital and Development Finance. This included two significant
emerging market roles, one in Kazakhstan and the other in Ramallah, the administrative
centre of the West Bank of Palestine. Since joining Callaghan Innovation four years ago, Tim
has focused on increasing Callaghan Innovation’s capacity to assist its customers with
sourcing growth capital and more recently, on lifting our engagement with companies
developing a wide range of Intelligent Transport Systems solutions.
NOTES:
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Oliver Thompson
Callaghan Innovation
Dr Oliver Thompson is manager of the IoT and Data group in Callaghan Innovation’s
Research and Technical Services unit. His experience as a working researcher includes
work in electronics, biomedical optics, and applied physics for industrial sensing.
The IoT and Data group that he represents has broad research and development
capabilities including wireless comms, data science, computer vision, transducers
and sensing, and microfabrication.
NOTES:
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Richard Cross
Ministry Of Transport
Richard is the manager of the Ministry’s Strategic Policy & Innovation team. His
team is responsible for the Ministry’s technology and innovation work programme,
which includes identifying and addressing the policy and regulatory implications
of new transport technologies including connected and autonomous vehicles, and
unmanned aerial vehicles.
Richard has been with the Ministry of Transport for 8 years in a range of roles where
he has worked on international aviation regulatory issues,
strategic policy projects, and corporate performance and accountability.
Integrating drones into a thriving, innovative and safe aviation system
NOTES:
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Anna Kominik
Zephyr Airworks, Country Director
Anna is the country director of Zephyr Airworks, the New Zealand operator of Cora,
one of the world’s first autonomous electric air taxis, currently testing and certifying
in New Zealand. As part of an emerging electric and autonomous vehicle industry,
expected to be worth more than USD 80.50 billion by 2030. Zephyr Airworks is
working with Government, iwi, community and business to build new skills and
capability in the New Zealand
economy. Anna comes to the role with a public and private sector background, as an
entrepreneur, director, strategist and senior advisor. An award-winning former
journalist and businessperson, she was press secretary to two New Zealand Prime
Ministers and a former Commonwealth Secretary General. She has also held
management roles at the NZ Rugby and Telecom New Zealand, has established two
successful businesses and worked as a consultant with US and NZ tech companies.
Anna was a 2010 Commonwealth Foundation Emerging Pacific Leader, has a
Masters degree from Northwestern University (Chicago) and was a Rotary
International Scholar. She is a trainer for the New Zealand Institute of Directors and
currently sits on three boards.deliver exception user experiences with their growing
portfolio of intelligent mobility solutions.
NOTES:
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Michael Singleton
Christchurch International Airport
As General Manager Corporate Affairs, Michael sits on the CIAL Executive Leadership
Team and is responsible for regulatory strategy and compliance, government
relations, wider industry issues and insurance together with fulfilling the role of
General Counsel and Company Secretary with oversight of CIAL’s legal team and all
legal aspects of CIAL’s activities.
Michael has responsibility for CIAL’s Digital Solutions and Technology team with a
focus on how emerging technologies provide an ever expanding set of opportunities
to disrupt and reshape all aspects of CIAL’s business. This includes leadership of CIAL’s
autonomous vehicle project.
NOTES:
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William McGill
Arup
William is a chartered civil engineer and economist with experience across the full
asset life-cycle from project inception to detailed design and construction, and
through to asset renewals and transactions. William currently leads a multi-disciplinary team of transport planners, urban planners, economists, data analysts and
transport engineers.
Recently, William has been working on projects across New Zealand and
Australia that sit in the nexus between transport infrastructure, technology and
people. William is passionate about the opportunities that technology provides, if
managed effectively, to achieve broader societal outcomes.
NOTES:
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Amanda Gilmore
Country Manager NZ, Uber
Amanda Gilmore was appointed Country Manager, New Zealand, in May 2018 and is
responsible for leading Uber’s ridesharing business across seven cities.
Amanda first joined Uber New Zealand in September 2016 and has been focused on
delivering exceptional growth and enhancing the customer experience for both
driver-partners and riders. rior to joining Uber, Amanda was an Engagement
Manager, Consulting Services, at Percolate in New York - and spent three years at
PwC New York in Management Consulting. Amanda holds a Bachelor of Business
Administration (B.B.A.) in Finance and International Business from Villanova
University.
Reflecting on 5 years in New Zealand, working with cities, and what’s next for
future mobility
Join us as Amanda Gilmore, Country Manager NZ at Uber, discusses the future of
transportation both internationally and in New Zealand, and how Uber is helping
people move more freely around our cities with a platform-focus and integrating
various modes of transport into a technology-first approach.
NOTES:
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Rita Excell
ARRB Group
Rita is a professional transportation engineer with over 25 years’ experience in the
private and public sector. The majority of this career has been dedicated to using an
evidenced based approach for advocating improved transport and safety outcomes
for citizens.
Rita’s current role is the Executive Director of the Australia and New Zealand
Driverless Vehicle Initiative (ADVI) where she is responsible for delivering ADVI’s
contribution to the safe and successful introduction of driverless vehicle technologies
into Australia. She also leads a team of 20 research insights this provide to those
seeking to deploy this technology.
NOTES:
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Andrew Gurr
Fusion Networks Ltd
Andrew Gurr has been managing businesses for 30 years, the last 20 in the Tech
sector. Fusion was started by Andrew in 2009, and has been instrumental in
developing Tech services for the transport market. Fusion has lead innovative
approaches to ITS networking and communications and recently extended into video
AI and data analytics. Andrew is passionate about education, and has spearheaded
the development of Digital Tech programs for schools, and Intern programs in Fusion,
providing pathways to employment in the Tech sector. Andrew has been an active
member on the board of ITSNZ for the past 6 years, where he is currently the vice
president.
Looking ahead for ITSNZ & update on the 26th ITS World Congress Singapore
NOTES:
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